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Abstract—To achieve more reliable grid it is crucial for
utilities to expedite the repair process of critical assets, including
Shunt Capacitor Banks (SCBs). Exposure to sharp temperature
variations, transient over voltages, aging and manufacturing
defects can cause internal failures of capacitor elements. A new
method using indicating quantity Superimposed Reactance (SR),
is presented in this paper to locate capacitor elements failures in
Shunt Capacitor Banks. The proposed quantity is estimated using
available measurements to the unbalance protection function
of SCBs numerical protective relays. The proposed SR adopts
calibrating factors for fault location and can provide live report
of the number of failed capacitor elements. The proposed method
benefits are: Rapid identification of the SCBs failed elements
for fuseless and internally fused designs, Determining failure
and faulted phase of single-wye connected banks, Ability to
detect consecutive failures, even in the same or different phases
due to self-tuning, Online reporting of elements failure for
proactive maintenance planning. The developed method supports
three different grounding arrangements, wye-ungrounded, wye-
grounded via a low ratio current transformer, and wye-grounded
via a grounding capacitor at the SCB neutral point. Compre-
hensive simulation and fault-location analysis using PSCAD and
MATLAB have verified the proposed algorithm performance.
Advantages of the proposed method reports over conventional
unbalance relaying alarms are also demonstrated using a relay
test results comparison.

I. INTRODUCTION

Capacitor units for high voltage power system applications
incorporate different designs, this includes externally fused,
internally fused, and fuseless technologies. Reliability and
total life cycle cost issues have resulted in higher interest in the
latter two designs for substation applications [1], [2]. Although
internally fused and fuseless capacitor units have higher avail-
ability, they lack the advantage of having the outward external
fuse to identify the failed units. With unbalance being a major
occurrence [3], developing methods for determining the failed
elements’ phase is an enhancement for Shunt Capacitor Banks
(SCBs) numerical protection and control relays. This helps the
crew by often localizing the problem of fault location to a
particular phase for repairing and preparing the bank faster
for operation. In addition, a detailed event report would be
useful for condition-based maintenance, and it would reduce
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unscheduled outages of the SCBs. Fault location could be
inherent within unbalance protection schemes based on the
level of selectivity they provide [4]. Accordingly, except for
configurations and protection methods that utilize per-phase
measurements [2], [5], [6], it is challenging for common
unbalance protection functions to incorporate fault location
indication, which is because of the less than ideal number of
available measurements.

In the area of fault location and online monitoring of SCBs
very little research work has been reported in the literature,
particularly for the unbalance protection methods intended for
this paper. Present methods in the literature can be categorized
into two types. First the methods that consider faulted phase
and section detection that pertain to double wye banks and
are based on neutral current measurements. This category
includes the method of [7] that employs vectorial step change
in the unbalance current for fault location detection. This
reference uses successive measurements to detect number of
failed elements and consecutive failures in double-wye SCBs.
In [8] these methods have been reviewed, and a fault location
approach has been presented that enhances the outcome of
other schemes that deploy current based unbalance relaying.

In regard to previous works that determine the faulted phase
for single wye SCBs, which would be in relation to the
intended configurations in this paper, the method discussed
in [9]–[11], utilizes neutral voltage unbalance protection op-
erating voltage [12] for single wye ungrounded banks fault
location. Since the operating voltage is not per-phase, its
phase angle is referenced to the positive sequence bus voltage
phase angle and the faulted phase is determined based on
this comparison. Selection of this angle reference disregards
the contribution of negative sequence voltage on the phase
angle of phase voltages. The method of [13] explains a
compensated negative sequence current measure and uses the
angular relationship of it to the positive sequence voltage for
fault location in wye connected SCBs. This method utilizes
both three phase voltages and currents. To complete the review,
a method comparison table is provided in Section III of the
present paper on these literature and the proposed method.

In the proposed method of this paper, a new element failure
indicating quantity is devised that estimates the per unit change
in the reactance of each phase. This unbalance quantity is
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referred to as Superimposed Reactance (SR) and is calculated
based on available voltages to the unbalance relay. Its phase
angle, per se, is monitored for faulted phase determination
i.e., no referencing is required for the proposed phase angle
monitoring. The proposed principle presents straight forward
calculation of the reference index for estimating number
of failed elements. Further, the proposed SR based online
monitoring method is capable of updating calibrating factors
for maximum sensitivity [14]. The calibrating factors are
derived using k-factors and the measured voltage inputs of
the unbalance relay. The updating property enables detecting
consecutive failures, which prevents from successive failures
being masked, and mitigates capacitance gradual changes [8]
for element failure monitoring purpose. The proposed method
outcomes can help to activate advance alarms due to element
failures inside capacitor units [15] and further, to understand
evolution of the failures for root cause analysis, regardless of
the unit design. The presented algorithm is developed for three
configurations: ungrounded wye, wye grounded through a
capacitor at the neutral point, and wye grounded via a low ratio
current transformer. The rest of the paper includes following
sections: Section II presents the proposed online monitoring
methods; proposed methods verification and method compar-
ison are provided in Section III.

II. PROPOSED SUPERIMPOSED REACTANCE METHOD

The primary protection scheme for HV SCBs internal
failures is unbalance protection [16]. Based on available
measurements for the typical unbalance protection type for
each configuration, a new way of estimating the change in the
affected phase’s reactance is presented. The bank connections
and their respective unbalance protection methods are selected
from IEEE Std C37.99 [17]. It is worth noting that config-
urations protected by per phase voltage differential are not
included in this study because per phase protection inherently
determines the faulted phase. Throughout the circuit analysis
in this paper the capacitor bank impedances are assumed
as capacitive reactances [4], [17] and electrical quantities
represent phasors. Furthermore, the zero sequence voltage is
calculated using three phase measured voltages.

A. Ungrounded Wye Connected SCB

Fig. 1 (a) depicts the utilized voltages for unbalance protec-
tion of this connection, where VP denotes the three phase bus
voltages, i.e. P represents phase A, B or C. The neutral voltage
will shift when an element develops a fault. To estimate the
neutral voltage, Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL) is applied
to the neutral node. We assume the failure is in phase A,
and phase reactance for the faulted phase after the failure is
denoted by Xpf . By denoting reactance ratios as follows:{

KA
B = XA

XB

KA
C = XA

XC

(1)

N

XA XB XC

A

B

C

VN

VP

IG

RXN VN VR

N N

(a)(b) (c)

Fig. 1. Wye-Connected SCBs (a) Ungrounded (b) Grounded via Capacitor
(c) Grounded via CT.

and defining the per unit change in the reactance as Superim-
posed Reactance (SR); denoted in general by

XSpu
p =

Xp

Xpf
− 1 =

Xp −Xpf

Xpf
p : A,B or C (2)

a simplified element failure indicating quantity can be derived:

VN =
VAX

Spu
A + VA + (KA

BVB − VB
::

) + VB
::

XSpu
A + 1 +KA

B +KA
C

+

+
(KA

CVC − VC) + VC

XSpu
A + 1 +KA

B +KA
C

− V0
::

+ V0
::

(3)

For the equation that can estimate the SR, (3) is re-written and
expressed by deploying the following notations representing
the unbalance (calibrating) factors:

λA = 1 +KA
B +KA

C (4)

γA = (KA
B − 1)(VB − V0) + (KA

C − 1)(VC − V0) (5)

SR will be monitored for both magnitude and phase angle
for all of the phases. Since assumption of failure in the other
phases gives analogous results, the general form for (3) can
be expressed as

(XSpu
p + λp)(VN − V0) = (Vp − V0)XSpu

p + γp (6)

which implies

XSpu
p =

γp − λp(VN − V0)

VN − Vp
(7)

Apparently, the corresponding reactance ratios for phase B
and C are either reciprocal or ratios of the terms in (1), thus
it is expected that all three phase’s SRs get affected upon an
internal failure.

Equation (7) is an indirectly measured equivalent for the SR
and, as per the SR definition in (2), the expected magnitude
and phase angle for this equivalent is known using the rated
SCB values. Accordingly, for fuseless SCBs the weld at the
point of failure shorts out the faulty element/group and for
internally fused SCBs the failed element is disconnected by
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its fuse. As a result, the faulted phase post-fault capacitive
reactance would be less than its pre-fault value for fuseless
SCBs, and the reverse is true for internally fused SCBs. The
element failure indicating quantity would become a unique
term for both fusing technologies when an adjuster factor is
incorporated into (7). This factor is defined as

Kadj =

{
+1 for fuseless banks
−1 for fused banks

(8)

The resultant SR is expressed in (9).

XSpu
p = Kadj

γp − λp(VN − V0)

VN − Vp
(9)

Kadj definition is intended to be such that the explained
changing trend in reactances ensures a positive value for XSpu

p

as per (2). Therefore, phase angle of XSpu
p is expected to

be close to zero for the faulted phase. Evaluation of this is
referred to as ”phase-angle checking” throughout this paper.
In algorithm settings a 15◦ [9] detection zone around the
zero degree is considered to increase the proposed methods
reliability.

Setting and Updating of Parameters: In addition to voltage
phasors, the proposed online monitoring method requires the
values of γp and λp. These parameters are dependent on the
k-factors; thus, setting the k-factors leads to deriving them.
The following procedure is considered for this purpose. For
the sake of brevity assume it is required to calculate phase A
k-factors, for simplification reason, the reactance of phase A
is accommodated in the KCL balance equation written for the
neutral node. By using the k-factor notations one can derive:

(VB − VN )KA
B + (VC − VN )KA

C = VN − VA (10)

Real and imaginary parts of (10) are used to calculate the two
k-factors. The equation sets for phase B and C are analogous
to (10).

B. Wye-Connected SCB grounded through a Capacitor

In this particular configuration, a capacitive impedance
grounds the common neutral of the phases. Fig. 1 (b) shows
the measurement inputs to unbalance protection function em-
ployed for this SCB connection. Applying KCL at the neutral
point of the SCB, with a presumed internal failure in phase
A, and doing some algebra will reintroduce the SR as per (2).
The phase reactance ratios (k-factors) are defined similar to
(1), along with a third k-factor introduced for each phase by
the following definition:

Kp
N =

Xp

XN
p : A,B or C (11)

Applying the SR and k-factors notations expresses the follow-
ing identity

VAX
Spu
A + 3V0 + VB (KA

B − 1) + VC (KA
C − 1)

= VN (1 +KA
B +KA

C +KA
N +XSpu

A ) (12)

Adding and subtracting three terms of KA
p V0 for the three

k-factors helps to draw an analogy between (12) and the

proposed principle for ungrounded banks as per (7). As a
result, the following unbalance factors can be symbolized to
simplify the SR equation:

γ
′

A = (KA
B − 1)(VB − V0) + (KA

C − 1)(VC − V0) (13)

λ
′

A = 1 +KA
B +KA

C +KA
N (14)

Comparing with the terms derived for ungrounded wye SCBs,
as per (4) and (5), the following relations can be concluded:{

γ
′

p = γp

λ
′

p = λp +Kp
N

(15)

By applying the equivalent terms, the element failure indicat-
ing quantity would become:

XSpu
p =

γ
′

p − λ
′

p(VN − V0) −Kp
NV0

VN − Vp
(16)

Similar to ungrounded SCBs an adjuster factor will also be
applied.

Setting and Updating of Parameters: To derive the self-
setting equations, KCL is applied at the neutral point of the
SCB shown in Fig. 1 (b) and results in the following balance
equation:

VN (1 +KA
N )− VA = KA

B (VB − VN ) +KA
C (VC − VN ) (17)

As can be seen, the number of k-factors is three but only
two equations, i.e. real and imaginary segments of (17), exist
for deriving them (all of the k-factors are real numbers rep-
resenting reactance ratios). Accordingly, since the grounding
capacitive reactance is smaller than phase equivalent capacitive
reactance, the Kp

N would be much larger than the phase k-
factors, which are normally about unity. Based on the neutral
capacitor and the phase capacitor values [18], a typical phase
to neutral k-factor would be around 10. As a result, even with
element failures development in any of the three phases the
change in the third k-factor from its pre-set value would be
trivial, and thus it is assumed that this k-factor is constant for
the faulted phase determination purpose, i.e. there is no need
to update this quantity once it is set based on rated capacitor
values. It should be noted that according to IEEE Std C37.99
[17], the ratio of phase reactance to grounding reactance
(the third k-factor) does also appear as a ratio compensation
property in the operating voltage for neutral voltage unbalance
protection of this configuration and it is set constant using the
capacitor rated values.

C. Wye-Connected SCB grounded through a CT

Fig. 1 (c) illustrates the common measurements for un-
balance protection of this configuration. Faults will cause
residual current to flow through the low ratio grounding CT
and the resistive burden will develop an associated voltage,
VR. For the sake of simplicity, a CT ratio (CTR) equal to the
resistive burden is assumed [17]. This way, VR and the primary
ground current (IG) values can be equivalently expressed in
the equations.

IG =
VR
R

CTR (18)
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To derive the element failure indicating quantity, first, KCL is
applied at the neutral point. An internal failure is considered
in phase A. With the same definition for the SR as per (2),
and the k-factors as per (1), the rearranged balance equation
would be

VB(KA
B − 1) + VC(KA

C − 1) +

+VA(XSpu
A ) + 3V0 = −jXAVR (19)

In (19), the before failure phase reactance, XA, can be
approximated with its rated value, denoted by X . In terms
of algorithm reliability, the applicability of this assumption
for consecutive failures will be investigated in Section III.
Nevertheless, this assumption is considered to be acceptable as
the rated reactance is similarly applied in the operating voltage
of the corresponding protection method defined in IEEE Std
C37.99 [17]. To give an example, for a 230 kV, 84.37 Mvar
SCB with a value of 627 Ω for X , a change of less than
0.1% after an element failure and less than 1.8% upon a unit
failure was observed in the phase reactance. Therefore, even
for detecting consecutive failures the assumption should still
hold true.
Assuming a failure in phase A, the SR can be calculated as
follows using (19)

XSpu
A =

VA + VB K
A
B + VC K

A
C + jXVR

−VA
(20)

The SR calculation equation for phase B and C would be
similar with only changing the corresponding k factors and
phase voltages. Similar to ungrounded SCBs an adjuster factor
will also be applied.

Setting and Updating of Parameters: For self-setting of
the k-factors, (20) has to be evaluated prior to an internal
failure, i.e. when Xpf = Xp, this causes the left side of (20),
the associated SR, to become zero. Therefore, the real and
imaginary segments of the following identity can be solved
for finding the two k-factors (reactance ratios):

KA
BVB +KA

CVC = −jXVR − VA (21)

The equation sets for phase B and C are analogous to (21).

D. Estimating the Number of Failed Elements

A property of the proposed SR based methods is the inherent
reference index that they provide for detecting number of
failed elements. The per unit change in the phase reactance
with development of a single element failure can be calculated
straightforwardly using (2). Unit and phase arrangement (num-
ber of series and parallel connections, ratings of elements and
the bank) are the required information for estimating pre-fault
and post-fault phase reactances. Utilizing (2), these quantities
give the threshold and reference index for the SR magnitude
evaluation. It is worthy to note that as the proposed SR is a
per unit quantity, the thresholds are not susceptible to aging
of the capacitors. The SR ratio to this reference index helps
to estimate number of failed elements. Note that dependent on
the configuration, the SR is estimated by either (7), or (16),
or (20).

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the proposed SR based online monitoring method.

E. Block Diagram of the SR Based Online Monitoring Method

Fig. 2 depicts the proposed SR based online monitoring
flowchart. For the proposed application integration, the en-
abled unbalance protection in a multi-functional SCB relay
should be the ”neutral voltage unbalance”. The protected
capacitor bank’s grounding and fusing type should also be
configured in the unbalance protection menu of the relay. This
will activate the corresponding SR equation for element failure
monitoring purpose. The proposed online monitoring algo-
rithm considers SR magnitude thresholds, SR angle checking,
calibration of compensating factors, and a counting technique
[8] for security and dependability of the method. Unbalance
factors calibration addresses impacts of unbalance sources
other than element failures, including partial shading and aging
[19]. As it will be shown in the next section, balancing out
(zeroing) SR magnitude before capacitor failure instant and
after detecting/recording the failure, verifies the effectiveness
of the compensation in presence of system voltage unbalance
and pre-existing capacitance unbalance. Also the ability to
identify successive element failures is the consequence of k-
factor updating property. Accordingly, it is important to apply
periodic (regular) update of k-factors besides updating them
each time a failure is detected [8]. Due to different rates and
time scale of gradual changes, it has been reported that the
periodic updating will suffice for algorithm reliability [14].
Blocking provision for avoiding periodic update interference
with faulted phase determination is also considered [8].

With reference to (2), in part of the algorithm, the SR phase
angle is checked and is expected to be in the zero angle
zone for the affected phase. When number of failures is also
estimated, based on the corresponding magnitude of the SR,
the counting scheme finally asserts the outputs. The process is
completed by resetting the SR with recalculation (updating)
the unbalance factors. This can also be seen illustrated in
Fig. 3, in which the magnitude and phase angle of the SR
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Time

Angle Zone

Magnitude 
Threshold

Capacitor Element(s) 
Failure

Fault Location Determined; 
SR Reset Applied

Counting 
Scheme Angle

Mag.

Fig. 3. Graphical guide to the proposed SR method decision principle for
each phase.

100 MVA 

230 KV 
50 km 50 km

SCB

Feeder

Fig. 4. Single line diagram of the simulated system in PSCAD [8].

are plotted vs time. The time-tagged capacitor element failure
records would also be accessible as part of fault reports sent by
SCB protection IED to HMI/SCADA through communication
protocols.

III. PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION OF THE PROPOSED
ONLINE MONITORING METHOD

Fundamental phasors of the required voltage/currents are
calculated using full cycle Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT).
The developed algorithm involves anti-aliasing filters [8],
Capacitor Voltage Transformer (CVT) transient filter and de-
caying DC removal filter. The SR based indicating quantity
evaluations are executed at each protection pass, which is
typically 16 times per cycle [18]. The PSCAD simulations
are performed for Fig. 4 power system where Figures 5 and
6 SCBs are considered in evaluating the SR based online
monitoring scheme. For the grounded configurations the bank
and unit designs were also the same as these depicted SCBs.
The grounding capacitor is selected based on the referenced
ratio in Section II-B. Simulations have considered harmonic
voltage distortion, unbalanced load, assumed measurement
noise, and pre-existing unbalance in the banks [8]. Further to
the presented simulation results in this paper, the proposed
method has been also verified for other accuracy concerns
such as beyond the limits system unbalance, the instrument
transformers’ characteristics and ratio error. In such cases,
apart from reliable performance because of calibrating factors,
the subtraction in the SR definition, as per (2), negates the
impact of common measurement error sources.

The expected outcome for the proposed SR-based online
monitoring scheme is to determine capacitor element failures
locations according to their time of occurrence and to record
estimated number of failed elements each time. The calculated
SR is per phase, thus in the outcome figures three plots are
presented to increase the clarity. Also double or single arrows
in figures will identify element failures, dependent on the

62 ...

...

...

14

3

1.36�F

2

...

..

Unit

Fig. 5. 230 kV internally fused ungrounded Y-connected SCB.

12

5

...

1

6

60.8�F
...

...
...

...

...

Unit

Fig. 6. 230 kV fuseless ungrounded Y-connected SCB.

number of failures. It is worth noting that short simulation
intervals are intentional to demonstrate successful detection
of semi-simultaneous failures. This is a crucial algorithm
property because it prevents missing the failures when they
might cancel each other’s impact on the operating signal–
hereafter we refer to this as ambiguous failure conditions [17].

A. Ungrounded Wye-Connected SCB

Fig. 7 demonstrates variations in the SR and the proposed
method output for an internally fused SCB. The simulated
scenario includes the following events, which are successfully
detected as illustrated in Fig. 7.

• Single element failure in phase A at 0.2 s
• Multiple element failure in phase B at 0.25 s
• Consecutive failure in phase A at 0.3 s
• Multiple element failure in phase C at 0.35 s

Table I shows each step of the proposed online monitoring
procedure and corresponds to the above scenario. Similar
procedure can be verified for the internal failure records of
other scenarios demonstrated in this paper. It is worthwhile to
note that the applied short pick up delay is for demonstration
purpose only and actual pick up delays in the range of seconds
have to be considered in practice.

TABLE I
FAILURE DETECTION STEPS, SCENARIO OF FIG. 7.

Capacitor Phase with Magnitude Pickup Operand
Failure Activated Ratio Delay Update
Instant Angle Zone To Ref. Passed Instant
0.2 s A 1 X 0.247 s
0.25 s B 2 X 0.295 s
0.3 s A 1 X 0.348 s
0.35 s C 2 X 0.401 s
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Fig. 7. Internal failures record for an ungrounded SCB (a) the proposed
SR magnitude and angle variations. (b) faulted phase and number of failed
elements.
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Fig. 8. Internal failures record for a SCB grounded through low voltage
capacitor (a) the proposed SR magnitude and angle variations. (b) faulted
phase and number of failed elements.

B. Wye Connected SCB grounded through a capacitor

Fig. 8 presents the variations in the SR and the proposed
method output for a fuseless SCB. As a result, reliable
detection of the faulted phase and number of failed elements
for the following events is verified:

• Single element failure in phase B at 0.2 s
• Multiple element failure in phase A at 0.24 s
• Single element failure in phase C at 0.3 s
• Consecutive failure in phase C at 0.35 s
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Fig. 9. Internal failures record for a SCB grounded via CT (a) the proposed
SR magnitude and angle variations. (b) faulted phase and number of failed
elements.
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Fig. 10. Unbalance factors periodic updating impact on the operating quantity.

C. Wye Connected SCB grounded through a CT

Fig. 9 shows the SR variations for the following simulated
scenario performed for an internally fused SCB. The failures
are properly detected as shown in this figure.

• Single element failure in phase C at 0.2 s
• Multiple element failure in phase A at 0.3 s
• Consecutive failure in phase C at 0.4 s

D. The Periodic Updates Effectiveness Demonstration

Because the resultant unbalance from unequal heating takes
place over an interval of several hours, in contrast to the
unbalance resulting from element failures, our demonstration
for the periodic updates effectiveness has to be illustrative.
Therefore, similar to the verification approach presented in [8],
[20], in an illustrative scenario it is assumed that in one of the
phase capacitances a linear change takes place over-time. Fig.
10 presents the superimposed reactance variations trend due
to the simulated linear capacitance change during 7 hours in
day time. Arrows signify the instants of periodic reset. As can
be seen, at the moments that the periodic updating is applied
it has kept the SR angle out of the angle zone and also has
reset the SR magnitude, thus ensuring algorithm security.
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E. Investigation of Susceptibility to System Faults

Several simulations were performed to discover whether
failures that occur during power system faults are detectable
and countermeasures to maintain the proposed online mon-
itoring methods reliability are introduced. Simulations show
that dependent on the severity of the system faults, the
magnitude of the SR can change abruptly to hundred times
of its change for a single element failure. Jumps due to the
whole elements failure in a single unit are much smaller
than this, e.g. 20 times a single element failure. The exact
values depend on number of elements and unit construction,
i.e. number of series/parallel connections. Further, the neutral
voltage (for ungrounded SCBs) and the ground current (for
SCBs grounded via CT) change drastically upon occurrence
of system disturbances, causing unpredictable variations both
in angle and magnitude of the SR. Therefore, in presence of
system faults the element failure monitoring for these two
configurations is susceptible to malfunction. To address this in
the corresponding proposed algorithms, an upper limit is set
for the SR magnitude to ensure that the variations are suspect
of element failures and to disable the proposed function until
the power system fault is cleared. In actual implementations,
blocking the proposed function for capacitor protection relay
can be done via time delays, communication with a system
protective relay or supervision from other protection elements
within a multi-functional numerical capacitor bank relay. The
susceptibility is much less for banks that are grounded via
a low voltage capacitor because the measured neutral point
voltage is across the grounding capacitor, and thus in normal
operating conditions (no system faults) it is much greater than
the normally close to zero ground current/neutral voltage of
the two other configurations.
The following selected scenarios are illustrative examples from
simulation cases that were carried out. Fig. 11 illustrates
evaluation outcomes for an internally fused ungrounded SCB.
In the corresponding scenario, a phase B (SCB bus) to ground
fault occurs at 0.22 s and lasts for 100 ms, meanwhile two
elements fail in the same phase at 0.25 s. Results prove
reliable operation of the proposed method, while taking into
account the blocking option. It is worthy to note that during
the presence of the shunt fault to ground the SR magnitude
has gone far beyond the shown area in Fig. 11.
For SCBs grounded via a low voltage capacitor, a fuseless

bank is chosen to simulate a case in which at 0.22 s an internal
failure in Phase A and an open pole in the same phase occur
simultaneously. For the sake of clarity of the illustrations a
short dead-time has been considered for this series fault, i.e.
the event lasts 100 ms. Fig. 12 shows the successful element
failure detection once the external unbalance is cleared. As
explained before, applying a magnitude upper limit is not
necessary for faulted phase determination of this configuration.
A special scenario is presented that evaluates the element

failure monitoring for banks grounded via CT. All elements
of a unit fail in phase A at 0.2 s then at 0.26 s a phase to
phase fault (A-C) with 50 ms duration is simulated. At 0.3
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Fig. 11. Internal failures record for external unbalance case study, ungrounded
SCB (a) the proposed SR magnitude and angle variations. (b) faulted phase
and number of failed elements.
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Fig. 12. Internal failures record for external unbalance case study, SCB
grounded via capacitor (a) the proposed SR magnitude and angle variations.
(b) faulted phase and number of failed elements.

s, another single element failure takes place in phase A. Fig.
13 shows the SR variations along with the successful online
monitoring output for this phase. This outcome also confirms
the discussed assumption in Section II-C.

F. Application to Externally Fused SCBs

Cascading element failures is more common for externally
fused SCBs, although they have failed units visual indication
[21]; therefore, there is a perceived application for fuse saving
[15] in this power capacitor design. Element failures online
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Fig. 14. Studied system for the externally fused bank.

monitoring is also worthwhile because an intact or failed
fuse does not always mean healthy operating condition or
can failure, respectively [2]. Similar to fuseless SCBs the
failed elements remain as short circuits in externally fused
units, thus the same fault indicating quantity applies to this
design. To demonstrate this application, for an ungrounded
externally fused bank, in the utility system shown in Fig. 14,
the indicating quantity of (9) is used. The capacitor units
are composed of 8 series connected groups of 3 parallel
elements, and the SCB is formed of 5 series connected groups
of 14 parallel units. The variations in the SR along with the
successful outcome of the proposed online monitoring method
is presented in Fig. 15.

G. Method Comparison

Table II summarizes the verified features of the proposed
method for comparison with the existing methods. Details
of the cited methods are not disclosed in readily available
literature and table contents are concluded based on what the
authors could comprehend from the cited references in row
one of Table II.
To further demonstrate the proposed method advantages, a

relay was tested using PSCAD COMTRADE records. Fig. 16
shows the test set-up. Same event sequence as the scenario
in Section III-A was played back for the relay, using NI
cDAQ and LabVIEW as the hardware and software platform,
respectively. For the sake of comparison, the relay pickup and
dropout delays have been adjusted similar to the proposed
method; however, it is common practice to apply a delay of 10-
30 s for the most sensitive stage of the conventional unbalance
protection, STG1 in Fig 17, and a short dropout delay of 0.25
s for all of the stages. The relay oscillography records are
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Fig. 15. Element failures record for externally fused SCBs (a) the proposed
SR magnitude and angle variations. (b) faulted phase and number of shorted
parallel element groups.

TABLE II
METHOD COMPARISON FOR INTERNAL FAILURES

ONLINE MONITORING (UNGROUNDED WYE BANKS)

Proposed Calibrated Method Discussed Method of [13]SR Method in [9]–[11], [15]
XFaulted phase

X Xdetection
XNot susceptible to

7 Disclaimer 1 7 Disclaimer 2
ambiguous failures

XConsecutive failures Mentions manual
7 Disclaimer 2

detection re-set [11], [15]
(no demonstration)

XLive reporting of
7 7number of failed capacitors

XAdvance alarm for externally Mentioned in [15]
fused SCBs fuse-saving (no demonstration) 7

XApplied for banks grounded
7 Disclaimer 3through CT/ Capacitor

(Neutral Voltage Unbalance)
Disclaimer 1 The method seems to apply a manual reset, therefore it seems to
allow enough time to ambiguous failures that cancel each other impact on the
operating signal.
Disclaimer 2 The method compensates for pre-existing imbalance based on when
the bank is commissioned (undamaged) only, therefore it seems that it does
not consider consecutive failures and their canceling effect.
Disclaimer 3 The method is not dependent on neutral measurement. Therefore,
SCB’s grounding arrangement (grounding impedance or measured quantity)
is not discussed.

depicted in Fig. 17, where the arrows show the assumed short
pickup delays. In comparison with the demonstrated report
of number and location of element failures by the proposed
method in Fig. 7, the following points can be seen for the
tested conventional unbalance protection.

• At instant 1, STG 1 has picked up, however the faulted
phase is unknown.

• At instant 2, STG 2 has picked up, however there is not
enough information regarding the current and the former
event (Phase A one failure, Phase B two failures as of
Section III-A). This is considered an ambiguous alarm.

• At instant 3, a consecutive failure happens in phase

8



Fig. 16. Unbalance protection test setup (low level injection).

Fig. 17. Relay oscillography records.

A but no change can be found in the relay operands.
This shows missing an event. The operating quantity’s
magnitude is not proportional to the level of unbalance
when consecutive failures happen in different phases.

• At instant 4, all of the phases have two failed elements,
this is an ambiguous failure scenario and as it can be seen
the operating quantity jumps to the pre-existing unbalance
value and the picked up functions are reset.

Furthermore, if the pickup delays had been set to their typical
value, even the first picked up stage would have been dropped
out before it can operate the function output, resulting in
missing all of the internal failures. The mentioned points
demonstrate the importance of a per-phase indicating quantity
with automatic re-calibration upon determining each failure
for the purpose of online monitoring.

IV. CONCLUSION

A discriminating principle called Superimposed Reactance
(SR) that has the following functionalities for both grounded
and ungrounded wye-connected SCBs was presented:

• SR method can be applied to both fuseless or fused
capacitor banks

• SR method can detect number of failed elements and
faulted phase even when elements failures are cascad-
ing. Output of the method is available to the operating
personnel in the real time to take measures immediately

• SR method accounts for the bank inherent unbalance,
variations in the capacitance due to uneven sun exposure,
CT inaccuracies, etc., due to self-tuning

• SR method is immune to the system faults
• SR method is capable to provide time stamped event

records for postmortem and root cause analysis

The base value for estimating number of failed elements is
coupled to the proposed element failure indicating quantity,
and the proposed method makes the most out of available
measurements to record each phases capacitor element fail-
ures. This, along with deploying dynamic calibrating factors,
prevents from missing detecting the failures that tend to nullify
each other, which impacts the unbalance quantity. Implement-
ing the proposed online monitoring scheme in SCBs protection
IEDs would provide comprehensive fault reports and alarms
that are vital to utilities for reducing outages in smart grids.
Various scenarios simulation has verified the performance, reli-
ability and advantages of the proposed superimposed reactance
method for different applications.
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